BIG BROTHER

little brother

Two brothers, one guitar and a triangle.

As seen on the
FOOTY SHOW!

Not your normal boy band!

info@bigbrotherlittlebrother.com

www.bigbrotherlittlebrother.com
Big Brother Little Brother is a hilarious musical comedy duo featuring brothers Adam and Mathew Hedditich.

Since winning Green Faces, a national comedy competition held each year in Canberra, the boys have gone on to perform their unique brand of comedy throughout Australia and overseas. Including Iraq, where they performed to thousands of Australian and Coalition Troops.

Half Polish, half Scottish, half Aussie, Big Brother Little Brother combine punchy gags with catchy songs to ensure a show that is full of energy and full of laughs.

Adam (Big Brother) has been playing the Triangle since he was four and claims to be the country’s leading Triangulist. He says it’s all in the wrist action!

Mathew (Little Brother) is an accomplished Guitar player who has mastered all the basic chords. Even the hard ones like G & F!

Together they form Big Brother Little Brother, a hilarious musical comedy duo that'll have you and the rest of the audience clapping, cheering and singing for more.

Oh yeah, and one more thing, they really are brothers!

Some really satisfied customers...

“Big Brother Little Brother were fantastic! They had everyone rolling in the aisles. I would have no hesitation in booking them again for a corporate function as most of their humour is based on innuendo and really leaves it up to your imagination. They were very professional.”

Eric Hay - Nestle Peters

“Big Brother Little Brother delivered a hilariously funny performance, enjoyed by all our staff and athletes. Their level of language, humour and care taken with sensitive issues was successfully executed.”

Rebecca Gray - Australian Institute of Sport

“Big Brother Little Brother were very funny. They interacted really well with the audience and got everyone in the mood with their jokes and clever, infectious songs. I would recommend them for any work party or corporate function.”

Kristal Tebbutt - Lumley General Insurance

“Theyir show was extremely well received by the Australian and Coalition Troops in the Middle East. They were funny, clever and excellent ambassadors for Australia.”

Lieutenant Colonel Greg McCauley – Australian Defence Force

(The above reviews were offered voluntarily and were by no means aquired by threats or violence. Unless of course you consider the offer of a repeat performance as a threat.)